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Military parade
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Setè Concurs de Programacio de la UPC - Final (2009-09-16)
Usually, each group of soldiers in a military parade stands in three columns, all equally
long. But what happens if n, the number of soldiers, is not a multiple of 3? Is such a group
acceptable? And, if so, how must the soldiers stand?
To solve this question, consider the following set of rules for every n (multiple of 3 or not):
• There must be exactly three columns of soldiers.
• The first row must have exactly three soldiers.
• The last row must have exactly three soldiers.
• The whole group of soldiers must be connected. Here, we assume that two soldiers
are directly connected if one stands to the right, left, in front, or back of the other. Note
that we do not consider diagonal connections.
Below you can see four of the 41174 valid ways to place 18 soldiers in a parade. Beware: the
soldiers are facing to the left side, so columns are rows, and rows are columns! The first is
the traditional way.

Using the rules above, for (almost) every n, any group of n soldiers can participate in a
military parade. But now we face another problem: in general, there are too many ways to
place the soldiers. Can you count this number?

Input
Input consists of several natural numbers n between 1 and 50. A special case with n = 0
ends the input.

Output
For every n, print n and the number of ways to place n soldiers in a parade. This number
will never be larger than 1018 .

Sample input

Sample output

5
6
7
8
9
18
40
0

5 : 0
6 : 1
7 : 3
8 : 6
9 : 16
18 : 41174
40 : 9295604587740
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